
necessary to confirm the role of IFN-g binding

to OprF on P. aeruginosa virulence in vivo.
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A Phenylalanine Clamp Catalyzes
Protein Translocation Through

the Anthrax Toxin Pore
Bryan A. Krantz,1* Roman A. Melnyk,1* Sen Zhang,1

Stephen J. Juris,1 D. Borden Lacy,1 Zhengyan Wu,2

Alan Finkelstein,2 R. John Collier1.

The protective antigen component of anthrax toxin forms a homoheptameric
pore in the endosomal membrane, creating a narrow passageway for the en-
zymatic components of the toxin to enter the cytosol. We found that, during
conversion of the heptameric precursor to the pore, the seven phenylalanine-
427 residues converged within the lumen, generating a radially symmetric
heptad of solvent-exposed aromatic rings. This ‘‘f-clamp’’ structure was required
for protein translocation and comprised the major conductance-blocking site for
hydrophobic drugs and model cations. We conclude that the f clamp serves a
chaperone-like function, interacting with hydrophobic sequences presented by
the protein substrate as it unfolds during translocation.

Anthrax toxin is composed of three nontoxic

proteins, which combine on eukaryotic cell

surfaces to form toxic, noncovalent complexes.

ESee (1) for a review.^ Protective antigen (PA),

the protein translocase component, binds to a

cellular receptor and is activated by a furin-

family protease. The resulting 63-kD receptor-

bound fragment, PA
63

, self-assembles into the

prepore, which is a ring-shaped homoheptamer

(Fig. 1A). The prepore then forms complexes

with the two È90-kD enzymatic components,

lethal factor (LF) and edema factor (EF). These

complexes are endocytosed and delivered to

an acidic compartment (2). There, the prepore

undergoes an acidic pH-dependent conforma-

tional rearrangement (3) to form an ion-

Fig. 4. IFN-g binds to
OprF and induces PA-I
expression. Error bars,
mean T SD. (A) ELISA
binding assays of IFN-g
to solubilized membrane
protein from wild-type
P. aeruginosa (PAO1)
and the OprF knockout
mutant strain 31899
showing attenuated
IFN-g binding to the
solubilized membrane
protein from the mutant
strain. (B) Immunopre-
cipitation of solubilized
membrane proteins
from OprF mutant
strain 31899 with IFN-g,
demonstrating absence
of the 35-kD band seen
with the parent wild-
type strain (PAO1). (C)
PA-I protein expres-
sion measured by immunoblot in wild-type (PAO1) and mutant strains
(31899, 43114) exposed to 200 ng/ml IFN-g, demonstrating an inability of
IFN-g to enhance the expression of PA-I in the OprF mutant strains. (D)
Wild-type strain (PAO1) and OprF mutant strains (31899, 43114) carrying
the GFP-PA-I fusion plasmid were incubated with 200 ng/ml IFN-g, and
fluorescence was assessed over time. Results demonstrate a lack of en-
hanced PA-I expression in mutants exposed to IFN-g. (E) Reconstitution of

OprF in mutant strain 31899 demonstrating reestablishment of the re-
sponsiveness of PA-I expression to IFN-g. (F) Antibody to OprF (polyclonal,
pAb; monoclonal, mAb) was coated onto microtiter plate. The complexes
[OprF and IFN-g, IFN-g and Lys (lysozyme), and OprF and TNF-a] were
added and detected by biotin-labeled antibody to IFN-g. ELISA assay
demonstrated that human IFN-g binds to purified OprF. Results are a
representative experiment of three independent studies.
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conducting, cation-selective, transmembrane

pore (4), allowing bound LF and EF to trans-

locate into the cytosol.

The PA
63

pore (Fig. 1B) is believed to

consist of a mushroom-shaped structure, with a

globular cap connected to a b-barrel stem that

is È100 ) long (5, 6). A model of the 14-strand

b barrel reveals its lumen, which is È15 ) wide

and can only accommodate structure as wide as

an a helix (7). The narrow pore creates a

structural bottleneck, requiring that the catalytic

factors, LF and EF, unfold in order to be

translocated (8, 9). The destabilization energy

required to unfold the tertiary structure of LF

and EF originates partly from the acidic pH in

endosomes, which causes their N-terminal

domains (LF
N

and EF
N

) to become molten

globules (MG) (7). A positive membrane

potential EþDy (10)^, when coupled with these

acidic pH conditions, is sufficient to drive LF
N

through PA
63

pores formed in planar lipid bi-

layers (9). To enter the narrow confines of the

È15-)-wide lumen, LF
N

must shed its residual

tertiary structure and convert from the MG form

to an extended, Btranslocatable[ conformation

(7). How does a solvent-filled pore mediate the

disassembly of an MG protein, packed, albeit

loosely, with hydrophobically dense stretches of

polypeptide? We surmised that an interaction

surface inside the pore might facilitate further

unfolding of the MG to the extended, trans-

locatable form.

By cysteine-scanning mutagenesis coupled

to E2-(trimethylammonium) ethyl^methane-

thiosulfonate (MTS-ET) modification (5)

(Fig. 1C), we identified residues that line the

lumen of PA
63

in the globular cap portion of

domain 2, the pore-forming domain (Fig. 1D).

F427 (11) was the most hydrophobic residue

identified in the otherwise hydrophilic pore

lining. It is absolutely conserved in homolo-

gous toxins (fig. S1), and mutating it blocks

protein translocation (12, 13). F427YC427

(F427C) channels were most strongly affected

by MTS-ET modification, implying that F427

is prominent and solvent-exposed within the

lumen.

To address how the seven F427 residues

were arranged within the lumen of the PA
63

pore, we used electron paramagnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy (EPR) to measure the

proximity of nitroxide spin labels attached to

F427C. The EPR spectrum of the spin-labeled

prepore showed weak spin-spin interactions

(Fig. 1E). This observation was consistent

with the crystal structure of the prepore, in

which F427 lies in a disordered loop (2b10 to

2b11) near the lumen, such that neighboring

F427 residues are 15 to 20 ) apart (Fig. 1A).

Upon conversion to the pore state by acidifi-

cation to pH 6, a saturating spin-spin interac-

tion appeared, indicating that the spin probes

had converged and were separated by less than

10 ) (Fig. 1E). Consistent with this, single-

channel ion conductances were roughly inverse-

ly proportional to the size of the substitution at

427 (Fig. 1F), as predicted from a cylindrical

pore conductance model (14). Channels with

large aliphatic (Leu) or aromatic (Trp) residues

at 427 showed smaller conductances than chan-

nels with Ala or Phe, their smaller respective

counterparts. Thus, as the pore forms, the seven

phenylalanines create a narrow aromatic iris, or

Bring of rings,[ within the lumen (Fig. 1B and

supporting online material text).

In planar lipid bilayers, LF
N

binds to wild-

type (WT) PA
63

pores, blocking ion conduct-

ance by 995% (at þ20 mV and È10 nM LF
N

;

Fig. 2C); the first 21 residues of LF
N
_s cation-

rich, flexible N terminus are essential for this

macroscopic blocking effect (15). At the

single-channel level, the N terminus of LF
N

bound stably within the PA
63

channel and

prevented passage of hydrated Kþ ions, as

manifested by a continuously closed state (Fig.

2A). When F427A PA
63

was similarly assayed,

LF
N

was only able to block macroscopic con-

ductance by È50% (Fig. 2C). In single-channel

recordings, the partial block observed for

F427A PA
63

channels resulted from a dynamic

Bflickering[ between an open state, multiple

partly closed substates, and a fully closed state

(Fig. 2A). Histogram analysis of a single-

channel recording of F427A PA
63

(Fig. 2B)

was consistent with macroscopic experiments,

in that the average conductance was È50% of

the open channel conductance (Fig. 2C). We

infer that LF
N

is bound to the domain 1¶

surface of the F427A channel, but its flexible

N terminus, which enters the channel first (15),

is not stably bound within the lumen and is

unable to block conductance effectively. LF
N

blocked PA
63

pores more effectively with large

aromatic or aliphatic residues at position 427

than with small or hydrophilic residues (fig.

S2). Thus the heptad of F427 residues is inte-

gral to binding LF
N
_s N terminus, leading us

to term the site the Bf clamp.[
To probe the role of the f clamp in poly-

peptide translocation, we measured the rate

of LF
N

translocation through PA
63

channels

formed in planar lipid bilayers (9). LF
N

was

added to the cis compartment, blocking con-

ductance. After perfusing to remove unbound

LF
N

, we stepped Dy to a higher positive volt-

age and monitored the rate of translocation by

the increase in channel conductance as LF
N
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Fig. 1. Structural models of
a lumen-facing phenyl-
alanine heptad. (A) A rib-
bons rendering of the PA63
prepore (27), viewed axially,
where domain 4 is proxi-
mal. Domains are colored:
D1¶ (magenta), D2 (green),
D3 (gold), and D4 (blue).
F427 (red, space filling) is
modeled into the structure.
(B) Hypothetical cross sec-
tion of the PA63 channel, or
pore, colored as in (A). The
membrane-spanning tube is
the 14-stranded b barrel
from domain 2 (5, 6). (C)
Illustration of the effect of
MTS-ET modification on
Cys-substituted mutants of
PA63 in macroscopic con-
ductance studies. Conduct-
ance, g, is determined from
the current, I, and Dy as
g 0 I/Dy. (D) Fraction of
conductance blocked ( fblock)
by MTS-ET modification
(28) in domain 2 cap res-
idues [as in (C), where
fblock 0 1 – gblock/g] (table
S2). Error bars show
means þ sSE (n 0 3). (E)
EPR spectra of PA63 hep-
tamers uniformly labeled at F427C with a Cys-reactive nitroxide spin label in the prepore state at pH 8.5
(upper spectrum) and the pore state at pH 6 (lower spectrum). Approximate luminal diameters, d, are
based on the observed spin-spin interactions. (F) Unitary conductance, g, of single PA63 channels, with
indicated substitutions at F427. Channels formed by F427G PA63 (*) initially opened to a conductance of
90 pS, but, unlike any of the other channels, flickered to 60 and 30 pS substates. g values are accurate to
at least T10%, except for F427L and F427W, which are accurate to T20%.
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traversed the pore (Fig. 2D). With the most

active substitutions at F427, LF
N

translocated at

rates that trended as Phe 9 Leu , Trp 9 Tyr

(Fig. 2D). Other small aliphatic or hydrophilic

substitutions, including Asp (an isosteric, hy-

drophilic control for Leu), were inefficient at

promoting translocation. The most active resi-

due, therefore, was Phe; the more hydrophilic

aromatic, Tyr, was five times less active. These

in vitro translocation studies recapitulated

results of cellular assays of toxin action (Fig.

2E). Preference at the f-clamp site for the

g-branched Leu over its b-branched isomer,

Ile, correlates with the fact that aromatic

residues also place more hydrophobic sur-

face nearer to the center of the lumen. Thus

the f-clamp structure represents an active

site, requiring either an aromatic surface or a

more centrally oriented aliphatic surface to

catalyze translocation efficiently.

Considering the hydrophobicity of the f
clamp, we hypothesized that this site may also

be the binding site for hydrophobic cations,

such as tetrabutylammonium (TBA) (Fig. 3A)

(16). This hypothesis is consistent with studies

suggesting that the TBA site is within the cap

of the PA
63

channel, cis to the extended b
barrel (6). TBA_s affinity for F427A channels

was greatly reduced from that of WT (4000-

fold, or È5 kcal molj1; Fig. 3D). Large ali-

phatic residues at 427 were unable to recover

the TBA block (Fig. 3E). F427L channels, for

example, had a È4 kcal molj1 reduction in

affinity for TBA. The least defective substitu-

tion was F427Y, which reduced the TBA

block fourfold, or È0.8 kcal molj1. The

recovery of the TBA block in F427Y channels

was notable, because Tyr is substantially more

hydrophilic than Phe. We infer that the TBA

blocking mechanism also includes cation-p

Fig. 2. LFN conductance block and translocation studies with PA63 mutated at F427. (A) Current record
for a single F427A PA63 channel (upper panel) exhibiting partial block with 7 nM LFN in the cis
compartment. A similar single-channel record for a WT channel (lower panel) shows complete block
with 7 nM LFN in the cis compartment [Dy 0 þ20 mV (10), pH 5.5]. A diagram (right) showing the
‘‘blocked’’ channel corresponds to LFN’s N terminus binding within the pore. (B) Histogram of the
single-channel conductances for the LFN block in (A) for WT (black) and F427A PA63 (gray). (C)
Concentration dependence of the LFN conductance block for WT ()) and F427A PA63 channels (&)
under macroscopic conditions (Dy 0 þ20 mV, pH 5.5). Normalized conductance (gnorm) curves are
fitted to a single- and two-site binding model for WT and F427A channels, respectively, where the WT
equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) is È150 pM. (D) Planar lipid bilayer macroscopic conductance
records of LFN translocation through WT and the indicated F427 mutant channels [where pHcis 0 5.5,
pHtrans 0 6.5 (29)]. After PA63-induced channel formation reached steady state, 20 nM LFN was added
to the cis compartment (under a Dy of þ1 to þ10 mV). When the conductance block reached steady
state, the cis compartment was perfused, and translocation (as manifested by the rise in conductance)
was initiated by increasing Dy to þ30 mV. Plotted records were normalized as the fraction
translocated, excepting F427A and F427D channels, in which no appreciable translocation occurred.
(E) Cellular translocation assay of F427 PA mutants (12), where translocation is reported by detecting
the inhibition of protein synthesis by the domain from diphtheria toxin, which is fused to the C
terminus of LFN. Mutants are classified as active (þ) or inactive (–).

Fig. 3. QAP conductance block at the f-clamp
site. (A) TBA, (B) TPP, and (C) a hydrophilic
analog of TBA (2-acetylamino-2,2-bis-ethoxy-
carbonyl-ethyl)-trimethyl-ammonium, colored
by atom: C (black), N (blue), O (red), H (white),
and P (orange). (D) QAP ions were added
symmetrically to the cis and trans compart-
ments (Dy 0 þ20 mV, pH 5.5), and gnorm was
recorded once QAP binding reached equilibrium.
For TPP block, single-site binding models were fit
for WT PA63 (red )), KD 0 46 T 2 nM (TSD), and
F427A PA63 channels (red &), KD 0 1.7 T 0.2 mM.
For TBA block, a single-site binding model was fit
for WT PA63 (black g), KD 0 7.3 T 0.3 mM, but a
two-site binding model was required for F427A
PA63 (black h), such that the KD values of the
major amplitude (88%) and minor amplitude
(12%) were 30 T 2 mM and 1.5 T 0.7 mM,
respectively. (E) Binding free energy change,
DDG 0 RT ln KD

Mut/KD
WT, of TBA (white bars)

and TPP (black bars) block for F427 mutants. (F)
Model compound blocking studies of WT PA63
channels, performed as in (D). Experimental
binding energies (DGexp 0 RT ln KD) were
correlated to the expected binding energies
(DGtheo) composed of solvation (DGs) (18) and
aromatic enhancement (DGaro) energies as well
as an offset, c, where DGtheo 0 DGs þ DGaro þ c.
DGaro 0 an, where a was fit to 0.7 T 0.3 kcal
molj1 per aromatic ring, using the number of
aromatic rings per compound, n. c was 0.8 T 0.4
kcal molj1 (table S1). The linear fit, DGexp 0
DGtheo � m (35 compounds), had a slope, m, of
0.95 T 0.03 and total error, sSD, of 1.2 kcal
molj1. Arrows indicate compounds in (A), (B),
and (C).
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interactions, which occur when aromatic res-

idues interact with cations through their delo-

calized, negative p-electron clouds (17).

We next examined a library of 35 quater-

nary ammonium and phosphonium ion (QAP)

compounds to establish the nature of the f-

clamp binding interaction. Aliphatic QAP

compounds (table S1) blocked conductance

according to a solvent-accessible surface area

solvation energy model (18); i.e., compounds

with more hydrophobic surface blocked more

effectively (Fig. 3F). Thus, a hydrophilic

analog of TBA that is comparable in size,

but functionalized with hydrophilic amide and

ester groups (Fig. 3C), blocked 140-fold more

weakly than TBA (table S1). We found that

WT channels preferred tetraphenylphospho-

nium (TPP) (Fig. 3B) to TBA by 160-fold

(Fig. 3D). Broadly across the QAP library, the

f clamp preferred aromatic moieties by È0.7

kcal molj1 per aromatic ring (Fig. 3F and table

S1). Specifically, the conductance block ob-

served for the polyaromatic, 4-aminoquinolone

drug, quinacrine (19), was reduced È1000-fold

in F427A channels (fig. S3), indicating the f-

clamp site may be exploited in the develop-

ment of channel-blocking drugs. Thus the

correlation observed for the diverse QAP com-

pound library (Fig. 3F and table S1) indicates

that the f clamp does not, in and of itself,

recognize specific geometric or steric features

of the substrates. Instead, the WT f clamp rec-

ognizes substrates primarily by nonspecific

hydrophobic interactions (20), although its neg-

ative p-clouds also contribute electrostatically

through aromatic-aromatic, p-p and cation-p
interactions.

In determining a model for translocation,

we disfavored a priori relationships used to

describe metal ion-conducting channels, be-

cause metal ion throughput (Fig. 1F) did not

correlate with protein transport (Fig. 2, D and

E), and the steric constraints imposed by the

f-clamp site did not impede protein trans-

location. The WT f-clamp site should create a

hydrophobic and steric energy barrier for

bulky, hydrophilic, or charged residues in the

protein substrate. Paradoxically, although

channels containing narrower, aromatically

lined f-clamp sites were less ion conducting,

they translocated LF
N

orders of magnitude

more rapidly than channels made wider, more

hydrophilic, and more ion conducting at the f-

clamp site.

We therefore considered a chaperone mod-

el in which the f-clamp_s phenyl rings directly

interacted with the translocating polypeptide.

This view is supported, because the f clamp

forms a narrow iris (Fig. 1E) that can effec-

tively grasp the translocating polypeptide chain

(Fig. 2A, diagram). Furthermore, model com-

pound studies indicate that the f clamp rec-

ognizes substrates through the hydrophobic

effect, enhanced by aromatic-aromatic, p-p,

and cation-p interactions (Fig. 3 and table S1).

Similarly, in the potassium ion channel from

Streptomyces lividans (KcsA), a hydrophobic

cavity defines the TBA blocking site and

corresponds to a docking site for a hydro-

phobically dense peptide sequence (21). In

globular proteins, like LF, hydrophobically

dense peptide segments occur periodically

along the translocating chain (Fig. 4A). As

these segments unwind from the MG protein,

they would be expected to bind favorably to

the f clamp, causing translocation to be

blocked kinetically by the unfavorable hydro-

philic barrier in the Ser/Thr-rich b barrel (Fig.

4B). Thus the f-clamp energy well might be

expected to hinder translocation, causing poly-

peptide segments bound at the site to Bpause.[
However, as the f-clamp site actually cata-

lyzes polypeptide translocation, it must reduce

some other larger barrier, such as the unfold-

ing of the substrate protein. By analogy to the

KcsA channel_s selectivity filter, which pro-

vides sequential rings of hydrophilic carbonyl

oxygen atoms that mimic the inner hydration

shell of a Kþ ion (22), we propose that the

f-clamp site creates an environment that

mimics the hydrophobic core of the unfold-

ing MG protein. This would reduce the

energetic penalty of exposing hydrophobic

sequences to solvent or the hydrophilic

lumen of the channel. The PA
63

pore would

thereby function as a Brownian ratchet,

enabling the unwound leading segment of a

translocating protein to move through the

channel, and the trailing part of the protein to

more readily unfold (Fig. 4C).

The results presented here show that PA
63

is not merely a passive conduit through which

proteins electrophorese; rather, it actively

engages the translocating substrate via the

f clamp. This paradigm may be relevant to

the functions of other polymer-translocating

channels containing exposed hydrophobic sites,

such as the Bhydrophobic gasket[ and ‘‘aro-

matic slide,[ identified in the structures of the

protein secretase (23) and maltoporin (24) chan-

nels, respectively.
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Genetic Tracing Shows
Segregation of Taste Neuronal
Circuitries for Bitter and Sweet

Makoto Sugita* and Yoshiki Shiba

The recent discovery of mammalian bitter, sweet, and umami taste receptors
indicates how the different taste qualities are encoded at the periphery.
However, taste representations in the brain remain elusive. We used a genetic
approach to visualize the neuronal circuitries of bitter and sweet tastes in
mice to gain insight into how taste recognition is accomplished in the brain.
By selectively expressing a transsynaptic tracer in either bitter- or sweet and/
or umami–responsive taste receptor cells, and by comparing the locations of
the tracer-labeled neurons in the brain, our data revealed the potential
neuronal bases that underlie discrimination of bitter versus sweet.

The gustatory system is primarily devoted to a

quality check of food, while at the same time

detecting nutrients and avoiding toxic sub-

stances. The initial step in taste perception

takes place at the apical end of taste receptor

cells, tightly packed into taste buds of the oral

epithelium. The cells express taste receptors,

which are responsible for detecting and

distinguishing among sweet, bitter, salty, sour,

and umami stimuli (1). In mammals, bitter and

sweet and/or umami are the two main taste

modalities evoking aversion and attraction,

respectively. Humans also express pleasure

for sweet taste but displeasure for bitter taste.

On the other hand, mammals learn to reject a

tastant if this tastant is associated with sub-

sequent visceral malaise (2). Therefore, it is

likely that the mammalian gustatory system is

an excellent system to address the question of

how emotion interacts with cognition and

memory. To decipher rationally the underlying

molecular, cellular, and system mechanisms, it

is first necessary to understand and to compare

precisely the contrastive neuronal circuitries

that process and integrate the information of

aversive and attractive taste modalities in the

whole brain.

Bitter tastants are detected by members

of a family of 30 different G protein–coupled

receptors (GPCRs), the T2Rs (3–5). Sweet and

umami tastes are substantially mediated by a

small family of three GPCRs (T1R1, T1R2,

and T1R3). T1R2 and T1R3 combine to func-

tion as a sweet receptor, whereas T1R1 and

T1R3 form the umami receptor, which detects

glutamate (6, 7). Sweet, umami, and bitter

receptors appear to be expressed in distinct

populations of taste cells that operate indepen-

dently of each other to trigger taste recognition

(6, 8–10). The receptor cells are innervated by

afferent fibers that transmit information to the

gustatory cortex through synapses in the brain

stem and thalamus (11). How is taste informa-

tion processed in the central nervous system,

while it is discriminated and as it evokes the

emotional and behavioral responses such as

aversion and attraction? We applied a genetic

approach to visualize the neuronal circuitries

of bitter and sweet-umami taste by using the

taste receptor genes and the plant lectin WGA

as molecular tools. Injected lectin proteins are

an effective tracer for transsynaptically delin-

eating the wiring patterns in the central nervous

system (12–14). Furthermore, the genetic ap-

proach using the WGA transgene, expressed

under the control of specific promoter ele-

ments, is a powerful tool for tracing selective

and functional neuronal circuitries originating

from a specific type of neuron (15, 16).

We prepared transgenic mice in which the

transsynaptic tracer WGA, C-terminally trun-

cated and fused by the fluorescent protein

(tWGA-DsRed), was coexpressed with se-

lected taste receptors. The transgene for tracing

the bitter taste neuronal circuitries is shown in

Fig. 1A. We selected the promoter element of

the mT2R5 gene, reported as a receptor for

cycloheximide (5), to drive tWGA-DsRed

expression in bitter receptor–expressing cells.

In phospholipase Cb2 (PLCb2)–deficient mice,

which lack sweet, amino acid, and bitter taste

reception, the PLCb2 transgene, expressed

under the control of the mT2R5 promoter,

rescued the response to multiple bitter com-

pounds, but not to sweet or amino acid taste

(8, 10). The findings support not only that

taste receptor cells are not broadly tuned across

these modalities, but also that the mT2R5-

expressing cells coexpress the multiple T2Rs

and are capable of responding to a broad array

of bitter compounds. The transgene was con-

structed by connecting the promoter element

of mT2R5, the fusion constructs of mT2R5

with green fluorescent protein (mT2R5-GFP)

and tWGA-DsRed, which intercalated the

internal ribosome entry site (IRES), and the

polyadenylation signal (Fig. 1A). To test

whether a part of the transgene works, Cos7

cells and HEK293 cells were transiently trans-

fected with the construct, in which the

upstream region of mT2R5 was replaced by

the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (Fig.

1B). The fusion proteins of mT2R5-GFP and

tWGA-DsRed were expressed in these cells

(Fig. 1B), which suggested that the transgene

produces a bicistronic mRNA from which

mT2R5-GFP and tWGA-DsRed are indepen-

dently translated. Furthermore, the tWGA-

DsRed fusion protein was associated with the

intracellular granule–like structures of cultured

cells. The mT2R5-GFP fusion protein was

localized in the cell surface membrane (Fig.

1B). In addition, fura-2 calcium imaging of

HEK293 cells, cotransfected with T2Rs-GFP

and Ga15, revealed that fusion of GFP to the

C terminus of T2Rs does not affect the

receptor function (17).

First, to verify the expression patterns of

the endogenous mT2R5 and the transgene in

the transgenic mice (mT2R5-WGA), we

performed in situ hybridization using the 3¶

untranslated region of mT2R5 and the GFP-

coding region as probes for double-label

fluorescent detection. The cells expressing the
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